Abstract

Allegorical representations and personifications of Venice, designed to perpetuate and update the myth of Venice, occupy a prominent place in seventeenth-century publishing. Editorial vignettes, frontispieces and engravings promote an image of the Republic anchored in the tradition and myth of the foundation of the city, but attentive to the evolution of the historical situation. As in the past, this image is polysemic and combines mainly the figures of Justice and the Virgin. A new dimension opens up in the context of the wars against the Ottoman Empire that occupy the second half of the century. A particularly significant example to document this historical evolution is the church of Santa Maria della Salute which, born as a votive Marian temple during the plague of 1630, is transformed into a monument dedicated to the war. On the lantern of the church’s dome, the figure of the Virgin takes on the appearance of a supreme commander of the navy.
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of the early Seicento. Besides the concept of freedom, Paolo Paruta repeatedly suggests an analogy between Venice and the Virgin. The notion of “virginity” partially overlaps with the idea of freedom, insofar as it suggests that, thanks to Venice’s particular geographic situation, it has never been invaded. However, this analogy also reminds us that the mythical foundation of the city took place under the protection of the Virgin Mary, on the 25th of March 421, on the day of the Annunciation.5 In the Venetian calendar, the year originally started on that day. The political writings of the 16th century were immediately confirmed by a historiography that included matters of art and architecture in the depiction of the state and the city. The first edition of Francesco Sansovino’s Delle cose notabili (…) dates from 1561. The book aims to demonstrate how the physical qualities of the city mirror the features of the Republican state and in particular its political system, ceremonies, major historical events and above all public, private and ecclesiastic art and architecture. In his introduction, the author states that the historical writings do not contemplate the uses and customs or the physical and material aspects of the city as the “theatre of the world” and that his aim is to fill this gap.6 It is clear that this text, as well as the many that would follow, is addressed to an audience of foreigners.

Francesco Sansovino’s Venetia città nobilissima et singolare, a kind of guidebook published in 1581, also echoes the political writings mentioned above, and transposes them into the fields of art, architecture, and urbanism. Sansovino’s book is well known and I will not go into greater detail about it. Let me just mention a passage on private palaces in order to illustrate how Sansovino creates the perfect correspondence between architecture and the political system.

“Non è città in Europa, che habbia più Palazzi & di gran circuito: così sul Canal Grande come fra terra, di Venetia, I quali noi chiamiamo case per modestia, non havendo nome di Palazzo, altro che quello del Doge. Et certo che se si discorre per le Città principali d’Italia, come è Roma, Napoli, Milano, Genova, Fiorenza, Bologna, Padova, Verona e Pavia, non si troverà che habbiano più di Quattro o sei casamenti per una, che meritino titolo di Palazzi. Ma in questa se ne contano poco meno di cento et tutti, così antichi como moderni, magnifichi et grandi, così nella compositura, come negli ornamenti, ne partimenti, et nei luoghi utili per habitare.”

These “hundred palaces” are the visual expressions of their owners and of the wealthy republican system as well as of the harmony between the two. In 1602, Doglioni conveyed the same idea in Le cose notabili et maravigliose della città di Venetia, cleverly structured as a dialogue between a foreigner and a Venetian who claims “quasi la maggior parte delle case di Venetia son come palazzi.” His book was such a success that it was updated and republished numerous times in the second half of the 17th century. The numerical consistency of the patrician class, which according to Sansovino and Doglioni is reflected in residential architecture to the point of becoming a fundamental element in the reading...
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of urban space, is also a condition for the maintenance and very survival of the free and virgin Republic. “Ma i poli del governo sono stati il numero de’ Patrizi, e la loro Concordia [...] onde quanto sono i patrizi, tanti sono i Sacerdoti della Libertà.” The senator Battista Nani used these words in 1645, when arguing in favour of admitting new families into the patrician ruling class. The reopening of the Libro d’oro was discussed when, since the beginning of the Cretan War against the Ottomans, Venice had to come to terms with its financial and demographic crisis. In light of Sansovino’s discourse, the word “patrician” could be replaced with the word “palace” or “house”, that is to say “Ca’”, the Venetian word for “casa”. Sansovino’s book was republished, with new additions and corrections, several times during the 17th century. The most famous editions are those by Giovanni Stringa from 1604 and by Giustiniano Martinioni from 1663. Many other guidebooks, more synthetic in character, but with the same basic outline, were also published. Besides Doglioni’s aforementioned Le cose notabili, other instances include Il ritratto di Venezia by Domenico Martinelli or the Cronaca veneta sacra e profana by Pietro Antonio Pacifico (1697). In all these publications individual achievements are seen as part of a choral celebration of the Republic.

Sansovino’s title page features an editorial vignette with an allegorical representation of Venice. This allegory dates back to the Middle Ages and, more precisely, to a sculpture from around 1350, attributed to Filippo Calendario, placed on the façade of the Doge’s Palace overlooking the Piazzetta. The sculpture represents a crowned female figure sitting on a throne (the throne of Salomon with the two lions). Her
attributes are a scroll and a sword. Historians have often underlined that the figure not only refers to Justice but also to the Virgin Mary; as do many other allegorical representations of Venice from the 15th and 16th centuries, such as the one by Jacobello da Fiore (1421), where the central figure is flanked by the archangels Gabriel and Michael, or that of Bartolomeo Bon at the top of the Porta della Carta, the entrance to the Doge's Palace (1443). The mid-15th-century medal of the doge Francesco Foscari, the first in a long series of ducal medals, also makes an explicit reference to the tondo from the Doge's palace: it features a crowned Venezia Magna holding a sword and an escutcheon and sitting on the Salomonic throne.

David Rosand has underlined the polysomic character of the allegories of Venice. It can be verified in a horizontal chronological line as well as in a vertical order that considers historical and political evolution. Before we continue, it is therefore important to stress, following Paruta, that we do not have to do with a Justice that also bears aspects of the Virgin, but that the figure of Mary is of equal centrality. The examples from the earlier 17th century emphasise either one or the other. In order to underline the relevance of the city's founding history, the vignette on the title page of Doglioni's programmatic Venetia trionfante et sempre libera, from 1613, features a map of Venice surrounded by the scene of the Annunciation. The complexity of the iconography emerges when we consider that in his text Doglioni also introduces an analogy between Venice and Venus. The title pages of the 1621 and 1624 editions of Giulio Strozzi's heroic poem Venezia edificata present slight differences in the representation of the central figure. While the first is clearly a Venice-Justice, the second is much more ambiguous and shows a young woman sitting nonchalantly on the back of the lion. The allegorical representation of Venice also occupies the title pages of the aforementioned editions by Stringa and Martinioni of Sansovino's Venetia città nobilissima. However, the two editions are slightly different: whereas in Sansovino the image in the vignette is in line with the tondo from the Doge's Palace, in Martinioni's female allegory of Venice as Justice, the crown is replaced with the corna ducale, the typical hat of the doges. The use of the matrix of a ducal Venice seems to have become increasingly popular by the middle of the 17th century. In 1642, for Tomasinii's history of S. Giorgio in Alga, the engraver Giovanni Giorgi proposed a frontispiece showing Venice and Faith travelling in a shell pulled
by tritons,19 while the frontispiece of Giorgi for Giovanni Cottunio’s philosophical Commentarii on Aristotle’s Physics20 shows figures emerging from the sea and offering their goods to Venice, while a unicorn, a rather unusual Venetian iconography, illustrates the theme of virginity.21

Giovanni Giorgi is also the author of the engravings that document the stage settings by Giacomo Torelli for the opera Bellerofonte, performed in 1642 at the Teatro Novissimo.

The opera opens in the port of the city of Patara with the song of Innocenza who, banned from the city, calls on Astrea, the goddess of Justice, to drive away the fraud, vice and tyranny from Patara. Justice appears in the sky sitting on a cloud and promises the goddess the triumph of the virtue of Bellerophon. From the sea Neptune appears and invites Innocence not to despair, because in a short time a city will rise from the waters thanks to which there will be another Golden Age and the goddess can reign by making his virtue triumph. At the nod of the god, the city of Venice, with a view of the Piazzetta, appears from the waves. The astonishing physical appearance of the city is accompanied by a text by Vincenzo Nolfi, written probably in the orbit of the Accademia degli Incogniti, which decants the glory of Venice: “Città sopra qualunque il mondo ammira / Saggia, ricca e gentile, / son delle tue grandezze un’ombra vile / Sparta, Atene e Stagira. / Quindi vedranno i secoli futuri / Correrà i lidi tuoi gonfio di lume / Per tributarti il Ciel converso in fiume”.22 Public theatres are generally places predestined for the celebration of the Republic,23 but the Venice-Justice staged by Torelli represents a solution of particular and unrepeatable impact.24

Nevertheless, even if it seems that by focussing on the ducal image of Venice the iconography becomes ‘simpler’ and loses its primordial depth and ambiguity, another highly relevant context reafﬁrms the importance and centrality of the Virgin. In the middle of the floor of the church of S. Maria della Salute, a crown of roses carries the inscription “Unde origo inde salus” (“whence the origin thence the salvation”). The motto first appeared on the osella (medal) of the doge Nicolò Contarini, created in 1631 when the first stone of the votive church was laid down.25 Signiﬁcantly, the day chosen for that ceremony was the 25th of March.

One side of the medal shows a church with the image of the Virgin with Child and the old doge Nicolò Contarini kneeling in front of them. The representation of a kneeling doge is quite usual, but the unusual feature of this representation is that the doge is bareheaded, with the corno ducale lying in front of him as a sign of his devotion to the Virgin. The image refers perfectly to the ceremony on the 24th of October 1630 when, during the plague, the doge had vowed in front of the Senate to build the church. The other side of the medal features the Piazzetta and the Annunciation, framed by the motto “Unde origo inde salus”. The medal aims to reafﬁrm the connection between Venice and the Virgin through the re-enactment of the mythical origins of the city. This reafﬁrmation occurs in the context of the plague and a political thought that defends the neutrality of Venice and that recognises, in a return to the origins, the condition for the city’s salvation.26 Many years later, probably just before the consecration of the church in 1687 (i.e. in a new historical context), the benevolent and merciful protective ﬁgure of Mary took on different or additional meanings. On the lantern of the dome of S. Maria della Salute, the Virgin assumes the appearance of a capitano generale da mar (commander of the navy), holding the traditional baton of command.27 The sculpture marks a turning point in the meaning of the church. Conceived as a votive church during the plague of 1630, throughout the long history of its building it took on new features that reﬂected the evolving historical situation. The high altar features not only Venice asking for the intercession of the Virgin for liberation from the plague,28 assisted by Saint Mark and the blessed Lorenzo Giustiniani, but also an icon of the Virgin Mesopantitissa. The holy image was ‘saved’ from the Ottomans in Candia and arrived in Venice
in February 1670. On the 21st of November, on the day of the holy day of the Madonna della Salute, the icon was installed on the altar. Therefore, in a kind of narrative sequence, the high altar reflects the negative conclusion of the Cretan War in 1669, while the sculpture at the top of the lantern refers to the fortunate campaigns that Francesco Morosini, the donor of the icon, was conducting in Morea at the time.

The military conflict against the Turks was of course extensively featured in Venetian historiography. At the very beginning of the war, in 1645, Stefano Combi published a new edition of Giovanni Pietro Contarini's *Historia* from 1572. The volume's frontispiece features an engraving by Jacopo Piccini based on a drawing by Francesco Ruschi. Both the image and the inscriptions strongly emphasise the role of the Virgin as protector of the Republic. Venice is represented sitting on clouds beside the Immacolata while the lion of Saint Mark mauls a dragon, the symbol of the Ottoman Empire. Although the military aspect of the *Venezia ducale* predominates on the frontispiece of Coronelli's *Corso di geografia universale* from 1692, some details refer not only to the obligatory theme of religion in the context of the Turkish wars, but also to Marian iconography. Like on a stage, against the background of military positions and a battlefield, female figures arm the personification of Venice, while putti present symbols of faith. One foot of the figure of Venice stands on a crescent moon; it can refer to both the Immacolata and the Turkish moon. A few years earlier, perhaps in 1686, an unknown designer had prepared for Coronelli a ducal and triumphant Venice with the government stick in her hand, sitting on a floating throne in the shape of a shell pulled by four seahorses led by Neptune. Without the depiction of a setting different from that of the sea in which the mutilated bodies of Turkish enemies sink and free from explicit iconographic elements related to the support of faith, this image, certainly prepared as an introduction to a collection of maps of the conquered lands, is the highest expression of the claim of dominion over the sea.

To conclude, it is worth mentioning that in the context of the Turkish wars the reference to the "Venezia figurata" also assumes importance for the family celebration and in the iconographic choices of the decoration of the palaces. A well-known example is the ceiling by Nicolò Bambini and Andrea Brustolon in a lateral room of the main hall of Ca' Pesaro, dated 1682, which combines the dynastic celebration, expressed through the medium of painting, with references to the war against the 'infidels' carved in wood. While Andrea Celesti's project for a ceiling in Palazzo Erizzo, probably from around 1680, is all based on the narration of the heroic deeds and torture of Paolo Erizzo, a painting also attributed to Celesti, which can be placed in the same chronological context and comes from the same palace, celebrates the Republic of Venice. Here, surrounded by the personifications of the continents, sovereign Venice ideally extends its dominion. The personification of Venice is depicted with the ducal symbols, but on the clasp of its robe is a representation of the Annunciation.
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Iako je *Seicento* očito dio dugotrajne faze dekadencije Vene-
cije (kako u gospodarskim aktivnostima tako i u međuna-
rodnoj politici), nedavne povijesne analyze više ga ne opisuju
kao homogeni trenutak opadanja, snažnije ističu njegove
pozitivne i dinamičke aspekte. Štoviše, unatoč brojnim
gubitcima u istočnom Sredozemlju tijekom dugog sukoba
s Osmanjskim carstvom, Venecija je proživljavala trenutke
velike nade i vjere u budućnost. Zbog vojnih uspjeha Fran-
cesca Morosinija u Morejskom ratu, posljednja dva desetljeća
17. stoljeća zapravo su bila označena velikim entuzijazmom
koji je na stanovit način evocirao raspoloženje nakon bitke
cod Lepanta 1571. godine. Alegorijski prikazi Venecije iz 17.
stoljeća zadržavaju više preokretni karakter srednjovekovnih
i cinquecenteskih personifikacija, prilagođen promijenjenim
povijesnim okolnostima. Ako koncept slobode dominira
u tekstovima, vizualna se personifikacija usredotočuje na
koncepte nevinosti i pravde. Pojam nevinosti djelomično se
preklapa s idejom o slobodi, sve dok sugerira da, zahvaljujući
specifičnoj geografskoj situaciji, Venecija nikada nije
bila okupirana. Međutim, ta nas analogija također podsjeća
na mitski nastanak Venecije pod zaštitom Djevice
subotice na dan Navještenja Djevice na dan Navještenja
Marijina. U kontekstu pojave kupe 1630., Djevica se tako-
der reaffirmira kao važna i središnja figura. Na sredini poda
crkve Santa Maria della Salute, kruna od ruža nosi natpis
*Unde Origo Inde Salus*. Moto se prvi put pojavio na medalji
dužda Nicolò Contarinija iz 1631. godine, kada je postavljen
prvi kamen te zavjetne crkve. Znakovito, dan izabran za tu
ceremoniju bio je 25. ožujka. Na jednoj strani medalje prika-
zana je crkva pred kojom kleci dužd Nicolò Contarinija, a na
drugoj Piazzetta Sv. Marka s prizorom Navještenja, uokvirene
motom VNDE ORIGO INDE SALVS. Prikazi na medalji
nastojte učvrstiti vezu između Venecije i Djevice podsjećajući
na mitske predaje o postanku grada. Mnogo godina kasnije,
vjerojatno neposredno prije posvećenja crkve 1687. te u
kontekstu turskih ratova, dobronamjerna i milosrdna zaštit-
nička figura Marije preuzela je različita ili dodatna značenja.
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